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THE ORGANISATION OF RECRUITING IN THE 
NORTHERN COMMAND. 

By LIEUTENANT-COLONEL S. WESTCOTT, C.M.G. 

Royal Army Medical Corps. 

I. 
THE physical examination of recruits and their physical training 

is the immediate concern of medical officers, but these subjects are 
so intimately associated with the means of obtaining them, and 
with the duties of the officers responsible for their military training, 
that I propose to trace on a comprehensive basis the life of a recruit 
from his enlistment till he takes his place in the ranks as a trained 
soldier. 

The recruit is obtained. by means of agencies which are dotted 
about in the large towns of the United Kingdom. In populous 
towns from which a considerable number of recruits may be 
expected, such as Sheffield, Manchester, Leeds, and Liverpool, 
houses with many rooms are rented, and a Recruiting Staff Officer 
is placed in command of a staff of recruiters of various classes. 
In the smaller towns non-commissioned officers are placed in 
charge, having one room only as an office and examination room. 
The following is an example of a recruiting staff of a town with 
a population of about 300,000 :-

Recruiting Stafi Officer .. 
Medical Officer .. 
Paid Recruiters (2s. per diem) .. 
Special Paid Recruiter, Foot Guards (28. per diem) 
Paid Pensioner Recruiters (2s. 6d. per diem) 
Ordinary Recruiters (unpaid)-

Sergeant-Instructors of Volunteers 
Permanent Stafi of Militia 

1 
1 
3 
1 
2 

14 
Variable. 

All recruiters receive a reward for each recruit finally approved; 
but if they are raised from the Militia at any time before the end 
of their first training, the sum of 1s. is deducted. 

The reward for Household Cavalry is 
Foot Guards, R.A. and R.E. is 

" 
all other corps at headquarters 

" " 
an out·station 

£3 
5s. 
2s.6d. 
4s. 

The following table shows the relative value of the various 
classes of recruiters :-
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8 Organisation of Recruiting in the Northern Oommand 

TABLE I.-SHOWING THE AVERAGE NUMBER OF RECRUITS FOR THE LINE AND MILITIA 
RAISED BY THE VARIOUS CLASSES OF RECRUITERS IN THE GROUPED REGIMENTAL 
DISTRICTS MENTIONED, DURING THE PERIOD JULy-SEPTEMBER, 1906, 

~~~:~i~!r I Paid Recruiters I Paid Pensioners I Militia Staff I Yeomanry \ Volunteers \ Others 

A B C A B C A B C A B 0 A B C A B 
Yorks 17 5'2 6'6 12 11 7'3 85 '7 '3 56 'I 'I 84 '6 '3 29 '5 
.• Group 
Border 3 7 8 0 0 0 114 ,7 '3 18 'I 0 82 '4 '2 16 '7 

Group 
Midland 3 12 13'6 2 12 16'5 138 2'1 1'6 30 '06 '03 97 1 1'3 41 '4 

Group 
---- - --- ----- - - - - - - -- - -- --

Total} 

~~::a~e 23 8 9'4 14 11'5 12 337 1 '7 104 'I '04 263 '7 '6 86 '5 

A, Number of recruiters, 
B, Average number of Line recruits per recruiter, 
C, Militia 

The paid pensioners were the best and cheapest of the paid 
recruiters during the period, the probable explanation being that 
they become domiciled in the distdcts fora great many years, 
and acquire local influence and knowledge, A recruiter who lives 
in the centre of a district raises more recruits than one who lives 
out of it and who only visits it periodically. It is interesting to 
note the successful use made of the Militia and Volunteer staffs 
in the Midland group, and the almost entire reliance upon paid 
recruiters in the Yorkshire group. 

The interests of the recruiting staff and those of the medical 
officers are conflicting, The recruiters do not get their reward 
unless the recruit is finally approved, and the recruiting officers 
naturally wish to obtain large numbers; whereas the medical 
officer has always to bear in mind that his judgment will be liable 
to be questioned if those he has pronounced fit break down and 
have to be discharged during their training. 

With the object of co-ordinating the work of all those who are 
engaged in recruiting, and of rendering the returns more reliable, 
the General Officer Commanding-in-Chief issued the following 
instrjlctions in the early part of the year :-

INSTRUCTIONS FOH RECRUITING OFFICEHS REGARDING THE MEDICAL 

EXAMINATION OF RECRUITS. 

The name and address of every bona-fide applicant for enlistment will 
be taken by recruiting agents, and in the case of rejection the cause 
of unfitness will be recorded, 

This information, alphabetically and numerically ,arranged, will be 

0 
'I 

'3 

'4 

--

'3 
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S. Wesicott 9 

registered by the recruiting officer or non-commissioned officer at all 
centres at which medical examination is conducted, a red line being 
drawn at the end of each month's entries in the Register. 

Example. 
No. Date. :8ame. Address. Cause of Rejection. 
6 14/5/06 Jones, T. 

The recruiting officer will endeavour to ensure accurate entries by 
occasionally having them verified by enquiries at recorded addresses. 

Every effort will be made to prevent the same applicant appearing 
more than once on any return, whether he applies in his own name or in 
an assumed one. If an applicant is recognised as having applied before, 
he will be entered in red ink, without a number, with a note.-" See 
No.-." 

The recruiting officer should, in accordance with paragraph 115, 
Recruiting Regulations, 1903, occasion'ally attend the medical examina
tion of recruits in order to study the physical requirements, and to 
maintain co-operation with the medical officer; if either officer should 
have any doubt about the fitness of any applicant, the. recruiting officer 
will attest .him and detain him for the decision of the Medical Inspector 
of Recruits. 

Every recruiting non-commissioned officer should attend a course 
of instruction by the recruiting medical officer, in accordance with 
paragraphs 86 an€!. 115, Recruiting Regulations, 1903, and the 
recruiting officers will afterwards supervise the primary physical 
examination of recruits by the non-commissioned officers. Privacy 
and decency should be obRerved, and no applicant should be stripped in 
the presence of another. 

The medical officer passes a recruit as "fit for the Army" only, that 
is, for the lowest physical grade-the infantry-irrespective of the branch 
of the Service in which he has expressed a wish to serve; it is the duty 
of the recrl1iting officer to compare the details recorded by the medical 
officer in the Attestation with the various tests, and to induce the 
recruit to join that corps for which he is eligible and most suited. If 
the age recorded is under the standard, the recruiting officer will verify 
it by obtaining the birth, or school board, certificate, and, if necessary, 
will apply for authority for special enlistment, in accordance with 
Recruiting Regulations, 1903, paragraph 53 (3). If the height recorded 
is under standard, special authority for enlistment must also be applied 
for. A recruit under chest measurement is inadmissible. In the case 
of an applicant "under weight" being sent to the medical officer, 
the deficit in weight must be due solely to want of food, and not to 
inferiority of type. 

A monthly return will be compiled by the recruiting officers, from the 
Rejection Registers and the Attestations, at each medical examining 
office, and submitted to the Medical Inspector of Recruits by the 3rd of 
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10 Orgamisation of Recruiting in the Northern Oommand 

the month. No recruit who can be saved by dental treatment at a 
reasonable cost should be lost to the Service; such a recruit should be 
attested (if not already enlisted) and sent hy the medical officer to the 
Command dental surgeon, provided that the cost of railway fare be less 
than that of treatment by a local> dentist, when one will be employed 
by the medical officer. 

The purchase of a stamp such as this-

Specimen of Tooth Stamp. 

00000111 11100000 
ODDDDIII IIIDDDDD 

for the record of teeth is advised, the pen being drawn through those 
which are missing or decayed. 

If doubtful cases are submitted to the Medical Inspector of Recruits 
in this manner co-ordination will be ensured. 

No recruit will be sent to an unauthorised civil medical practitioner 
for examination. 

These instructions have resulted in the cordial co-operation 
of the recruiting staff and the medical officers, either of whom is 
authorised to have any doubtful recruit detaillfod for the decision 
of the Medical Inspector. But the statistical returns are still far 
from satisfactory. There are large numbers shown as offering for 
enlistment, who either make inquiries from a recruiter, or whom 
the recruiters solicit on their rounds. They are either cast at 
sight as useless, or fail to appear for examination. They are 
jotted down in the recruiter's book, and no further information 
can be obtained about them. They cast a doubt on any statistical 
inquiry, and mislead the Army and the Public. 

I think that it would be better to abolish the first four columns 
of Army Form.B 137, and count as bona-fide applicants only those 
who attend at a recruiting office. It wO,uld then be possible, pro
vided that there was an efficient organisation of the recruiting 
staff throughout the year, to obtain an accurate estimate of the 
state of recruiting, instead of the rough idea obtainable under the 
present system. 

The reduction of the staff of non-commissioned officers at head
quarters of each recruiting district by one "regular," and the 
appointment of a suitable pensioner as non-commissioned officer 
in charge, of recruiting duties, would save money and ensure that 
conti~uity of effort which, owing to the constant absence and 
change of staff, is at present impossible. .such appointments 
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S. Westcott 11 

should be for one year only, with power to extend indefinitely by 
yearly periods, depending on the health and energy of the holder. 

As instances of my meaning, I will cite actual occurrences. On 
a certain quarterly return, B. 137, there appeared 271 as having 
"offered for enlistment," but the sum of the monthly returns 
rendered to me, accounting for each applicant, was 185, the differ
ence of figures being accounted for as follows :-

" Offered for Enlistment" 
Deduct men seen outside, of no use 

Leaves .. 

" Served with Notice Papers" 
Deduct those who failed to appear for examination 

Leaves bond-fide applicants .. 

.. 271 
49 

.. 222 

.. 222 
37 

.. 185 

Again, during a certain four months "recrpiters' rejections" 
were recorded as 408. In the following four months they had 
dropped to 2. The whole of the recruiting staff had gone off 
to camp; no one who understood the work remained, which conse
quently came. to a standstill. 

The omission of the columns" Offered for Enlistment" and 
"Served with Notice Papers," and the appointment of the per
manent non-commissioned officer in charge, would remedy these 
faults. 

Below are the total numbers found fit by medical officers in the 
Command during the period covered by my statistics. The whole of 
these were not, however, finally approved, as many were unable 
to obtain characters, or were otherwise ineligible. The extent of 
the losses from these causes I show III the second and third 
columns. 

A B C 
April-June, 1905 101S 222 21 % 
July--September, 1905 1989 429 21 " 
October-December, 1905 .. 2095 329 15 " 
January-March,1906 1816 270 14" 
April--June, 1906 .. 1114 150 13 " 
July-September, 1906 1654 404 24 " 

9686 1804 18 % 

A = Total number found fit. 
B = Number passed as fit by medical officers, but rejected afterwards by the 

recruiting officers for ca uses other than physical. 
C = Percentage of the same. 

In the spring of 1906, a Medical Inspector of Recruits was 
appointed to each Command, with the object of establishing a 
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12 Organisation of Recruiting 1,n the N01'thern Oommand 

general uniformity of recruiting methods and standard require
ments, and of observing the physical training of recruits, The 
inspectors met frequently at the Recruiting Office, at St. George's 
Barracks, London, and studied the various problems of recruiting, 
framing some general rules for their mutual guidance. The 
Medical RegUlations were, of course, to be observed, but some of 
them being conceived in general terms, were likely, by their 
elasticity, to lead to differences of opinion, and these required to 
be adjusted. 

The following copy of Instructions to Recruiting Medical 
Officers of the Northern Command embody the debatable points 
in judging recruits which the inspectors considered should be 
discussed with recruiting medical officers :-

INSTRUCTIONS FOR RECRUITING MEDICAL OFFICERS. 

The medical officer should study Medical Regulations, paragraphs 461- . 
476. He will carry out every detail of the examination himself in the 
order laid down in Appendix No. 16. Attention is invited to the para
graph on the measurement of the chest. 

Defects should be noted on the medical history sheet as a proof that 
they have been recognised and considered. 

A more valuable record of the teeth on enlistment than the mere entry 
of the number decayed, or missing, can' be made by means of the tooth 
stamp before described (see Instructions for Recruiting Officers), the pen 
being drawn through those missing or decayed. When· the Command 
dental surgeon is not available, and a local dentist is employed, it is 
simply necessary to inquire of any registered dentists if they are willing 
to treat such recruits as may be sent to them on certain terms. The 
usual fees charged to persons of the recruit class are: 2s. 6d. per filling, 
Is. for extraction, 2s. to 2s. 6d. extra for gas; and these may be 
suggested to the extent of a monthly average of 10s. per recruit. Thus 
Is. may be spent on one man, and 19s. on the next. If this arrangement 
is not feasible, 10s. per recruit may be offered, but the work performed 
under this system should at least equal in extent that of the other. All 
work done under this system requires careful inspection, arid final 
approval should not be signed until the medical officer is satisfied. The 
dentist should not be requested to attempt any fillings which he cannot 
guarantee to last. Militiamen are not eligible for treatment by local 
dentists at public expense, nor are enlisted recruits, unless selected by 
the Medical Inspector of Recruits. 

The diagrammatic guides to masticatory efficiency below are not to 
be construed literally, but merely asrough ideas. 
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S. Westcott 

For the Line. 

2 molars on either side •• 

1 molar, 2 bicuspids on either side 

2 bicuspids on each side: •• 

1 molar on one side l 
,2 bicuspids on the other J 

For the Militia. 

2 bicuspids on one side 

a 

13 

11 

11 
00111 

00111 
00011 11000 
--------
00011 11000 
1 11000 
---------
1 11000 

00011 

00011 

Every endeavour will be made to prevent tIJe counting of any applicant 
more than once in any return. If any man is recognised as 4aving been 
examined before, his name will be entered· in A.B. 46 in red ink, and 
should he be rejected, he will not be given a fresh number. In either 
case a note" See No. -" will be made, and a warning slip sent to the 
recruiting officer. 

A separate register, alphabetically and numerically arranged, will be 
kept for those rejected, of which the following is a specimen entry :-

No. Name. Line or Militia. Date. No. in A.B. 46. 
6 T. Don L. 2.4.06 942 

The principal debatable points in recruit judging, and those on which 
the Medical Inspector of Recruits wishes to be consulted are :-

Teeth. Disorders of heart. Intelligence. Stammering. Varicose veins. 
Varicocele. Tendency to hernia. Loss of fingers or toes. Hammer toes. 

Overlapping toes. Stiff big toe joints. Bunion. Flat feet. Knock knee. 
Radical cure. Vision. Weight. Age. Perforated tympanum. 

Obstruction to nasal breathing. Chronic enlarged tonsils. Disease of eyelids. 

The medical and recruiting officers should work together, and should 
either have any doubt about the fitness of an applicant, he should be 
attested and the Medical Inspector of Recruits furnished with details. 

These instructions must be read in conjunction with those of 
the same date issued to recruiting officers. 

n. 
Teeth.-The instructions regarding the employment of local 

dentists apply only to the Northern Command, the General Officer 
Commanding-in-Chief of which obtained authority in June, 1905, 
to expend certain sums of money on dentistry as an experiment. 
The teeth question has always been a stumbling-block. The 
inspectors attempted to settle the interpretation of "a sl1fficient 
number of sound teeth for the purposes of mastication" required 
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14 Organisation of Recruiting in the Northern Oommand 

by the Medical Regulations, by fixing a certain number, and their 
relative positions. At ofirst, loss or decay of eight teeth was' to 
exclude; but it was so rare to find a man up to this standard that 
it had to be dropped. The instructions are now based on the 
excellent paragraph gu this point in Appendix No. 16, H., Regula
tions for Army Medical Services. rrhe physique is first to be 
judged; if this is good it is evident that the recruit is maintaining 
himself at that level with whatever teeth he has. Should we 
discover that he has only one incisor opposing another in the whole 
of his mouth, we may argue, either that he has a sufficient number 
of teeth for the purposes of mastication, or that mastication is 
unnecessary in his case, or that he performs it with his gums or 
stumps. But in order to settle this difficulty the inspectors 
circulate the following diagrams as guides to requirements, not to 
be construed literally, but to be taken as giving rough ideas of the 
number of opposing teeth necessary. Even though an inspector 
or medical examiner hold the individual opinion that teeth may 
be unnecessary in any given instance, still, such a recruit should 
not be taken unless he has the equivalent of these standards. 

1 11000 
Molars----------Bicuspids. 

1 11000 
000011 11000 

Bicuspids--------Bicuspids. 
000011 11000 

Efficiently stopped teeth are to be counted as sound. Artificial 
teeth are to be regarded as a luxury; recruits must possess the 
minimum standard without them. As with the blind man and his 
spectacles, so it is with the toothless; the loss of artificial aids on 
active service leads to inefficiency. 

Medical officers are also' instructed to' carefully consider the 
extent of disease of the gums, roots and sockets. For instance, if 
a recruit has sound teeth, but suffers from universal Pyorrhcea 
alveolaris, which is incurable, he should be rejected. This affection 
is common among plumbers and barmen; as a rule, they all have 
the blue line at the margin of the gums, and suppurating sockets 
to some extent. Suppurating roots are most undesirable in the 
soldier; they are liable to lead to complications, and to the decay 
of adjacent sound teeth. 

If the services of a dentist are available at each recruiting office, 
as they are in the Northern Command, a great deal can be done at 
a very small cost to prevent further disease. Caries is so universal 
that it would not be justifiable to spend public money to a greater 
extent than is necessary to put the recruits' .teeth in such a con-
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S. Wesicott 15 

dition as to enable him to perform military service, and to prevent 
him from suffering in health during that period. 

There are two systems under which dentists are employed in 
this Command. In some towns applicants for enlistment who 
are disqualified by reason of their bad teeth are treated at 10s. 
per man. All cavities are filled and diseased stumps extracted, 
unless the disease is unreasonably extensive, in which case the man 
is rejected, or a special arrangement is made. The other system 
is the payment of 2s. 6d. per filling and Is. per extraction, gas 
being extra. This system gives more trouble to the medical officer, 
as he has to specify the work required to be done; but it is cheaper 
and better from a Service point of view. It frequently happens 
that only ai stttmp requires removal or a single cavity to be filled, 
and medical officers hesitate to send such a man at a cost of 10s. 
No stumps should be removed whose roots are healthy; after 
they have been cleaned and filed, or filled, they may last for years, 
and are better than sunken sockets.1 

Intelligence.-The ordinary routine examination is quite suffi
cient to disclose the quality of intellect of a recruit, but it is difficnlt 
to decide in the recruiting room the degree of stupidity which should 
cause rejection; apparently dull men improve very rapidly during 
their training. 

Stammering.-Medical examiners sometimes forget to ask the 
questions which are the tests for defects of speech. It is quite 
possible for a recruit to pass through his physical examination 
without uttering a word. The" Who comes there?" required to 
be said loudly by the recruit, is an excellent test for stammering, 
and any man who fails to say it smartly should be rejected, as he 
is liable to endanger the lives of his comrades on active service. 

Flat Feet.-Flatness of the feet is not a disqualifying defect, but 
the weakness of flat feet should be a cause of rejection. The 
Medical Inspectors at first suggested that the pink coloration of the 
concavity of the arch must show that that portion of the sole had 
not pressed on the ground, but this rule has since been modified. 
Ability to use the feet is now the test, and medical officers are 
warned to apply the test stringently. Recruits must be able to 
rise on tip-toe strongly, to hop well, and to alight on the toes after 
springing from the. ground. My own observation has fully justified 
the change of test, and it is supported by the investigations of 
Hoffman and Lovett, working independently in America, who are 

1 The tooth stamp recommended in the Instructions can be obtained from 
C. E. Wright, 119, Devonshire Street, Sheffield; price Is. 
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16 Orga,nisation of ReC1"uiting in the Northe1'n Oommand 

of opinion that "the height and shape of the longitudinal arch 
have no bearing on the strength or usefulness of the foot," and 
that "the form of the foot bears no relation to its liability to 
become weak or painful." The pain caused by a weak arch can 
be relieved by a Holland's spring arch support. 

Overlapping Toes.-Although a man with overlapping toes is 
capable of earning his livelihood in civil life, in the Army, if he 
should find any of his military duties irksome, he immediately 
suffers from pain. He cannot be punished or forced to work, and 
the great pain persists until he is discharged; so that a great deal 
of discretion must' be exercised when considering the degree of 
overlapping which may be accepted. 

Hammer Toes.-The above remarks apply here also. One 
ankylosed toe is to exclude, but the recruit may be advised to have 
the defect removed by amputation, or resection, at a civil hospital, 
and then to apply again. 

Hallux Rigidus, or Stiff Big Toe Joint.-Perfect motion of all 
joints is required by the Instructions. It is sometimes observed 
during examination that when a recruit is attempting to spring 
up from the kneeling position with a simultaneous spring of both 
legs, he fails to do so. A search for the cause almost invariably 
reveals ankylosed big toe joint. This defect always leads to break
down from strain caused by such exercises as vaulting the horse, 
hopping, &c.; men with it should not be approved. 

Bunion.-There is no defect more likely to interfere with the 
marching powers of the soldier than this, and it should not be 
approved. 

Loss of Fingers or Toes.-The experience of Army medical 
officers is that men with missing fingers are often unable or 
unwilling to perform their duties; therefore they have decided 
that the loss of any joint of a finger or thumb shall exclude. A 
few men willing and able to perform all military duties are lost to 
the Service in consequence; but if we calculate that, if accepted, 
50 per cent. would be invalided before completing their service, 
the cost of those who remain would be proportionately increased. 
The loss of a toe, if it is not the big one, is allowable. 

Knock Knee.-A condition that the heels should not be more 
than two inches apart when the knees were touching was at first 
required; but the difficulty of applying such a test soon became 
evident. Provided that a man can walk straight, and that his 
defect is not a sign of weakness, he is not now rejected for any 
particular angle of deformity. 

(To be continued.) 
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